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1. Introduction
•

•

Objective: The PhD project is focused on settle the foundations to build an interoperable and specialized information
system to solve the main problems that they are found in aquatic science area: the Multilingualism, Multidisciplinar and
Information dispersion.
Context: In the Aquatic Science exists several organisms and associations which work together to share their
knowledge, information exchange and information science diffusion (IAMSLIC & EURASLIC nets1).
▫ They only have developed a professional level of cooperation: some repository projects have already developed but
they doesn’t enough subject coverage and they aren’t advanced information systems.
▫ Lack of specialized information systems which covers this heterogenic area (Agriculture and Aquaculture,
Biology, Freshwater and Marine Science, Environmental Science, Ecology, Climatic change, Chemistry, etc.).
▫ Heterogeneity & Multidisciplinar involves information dispersion on the net:
+ Information recourses
+ Information dispersion
+ Information systems without standards (nets, databases, portals, blog’s, etc.)
+ use of several Knowledge Organization Systems (controlled vocabularies)
+ use of different metadata domains
- Accuracy
- Precision
- Information Quality

1. International and European Association of Aquatic and Marine Science Libraries and Information Centers (IAMSLIC)
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2. Work lines:

Study the Semantic Interoperability to provide

the simultaneous access to different heterogenic collections
Analysis of the Subject
Context
Characterization

Information
Resources
Analysis

Table 1. Metadata mapping in Aquatic Science

Semantic
Interoperability

Controlled
Vocabularies
Evaluation

analysis among aquatic
systems

Study of the
representative SG’s

Accuracy
1.Data Structures:
Mapping data
structures through
associative processes
between data
elements and
structures are
possible because of
the use of standards
(DC & MARC).

3.Factual Data
(authority data):
particular date. It is
needed codification
rules to identify
repeated items
(geographic names,
authors, dates, etc.)

2.Categorical Data
(standards): controlled
vocabularies Mapping
processes for the
information integration is
difficult because
everybody use different &
simultaneous vocabularies
& terminologies (not
always standards).

ASESG
Framework
basis

Semantic tendencies in
aquatic science libraries:
use of thesaurus for
indexing and Information
Retrieval (RI)
40
30
20
10
0

Digital
Environment

No Digital
Environ.

2.1.Categorical Data:
Standardization is
difficult because is
related to user
communities (culture
language and ideology).
Full equivalent
relations aren’t always
possible

Consistency



Subject indexing + Subject access = search support & accuracy in Information Retrieval (IR).
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3. Semantic Interoperability Problems & Solutions
• Possible solution: use of Mapping
process through ontologies. The
controlled vocabularies are
converted to data schemes (like
metadata standards):
▫ Representing
several
controlled
vocabularies in the same system
▫ + Interoperable between them
▫ + useful for Multilingual voacavularies
▫ Use of automatic mapping processes

• Problem: although ontologies are
represented
to
facilitate
the
information interchange in semantic
web, aren’t enough developed for
terminological representation.
▫ The most standardized models of
ontologies are: OWL and SKOS
▫ Aquatic ontologies tendencies: Use of
SKOS format, but the automatic tools
developed are for OWL.

• Solution:
Convert
Aquatic
Science
thesaurus from SKOS to OWL.
▫ At the moment we are testing only three
thesaurus in SKOS and they are located
in ThManager ontology software:
Agrovoc (FAO), Gemet (EEA), Unesco
Thesaurus.
• Conversion tool proposed: MiklosNagy tool
(OAEI-2009). It is need an structural
change process:
Interpretation SKOS to OWL
skos:Concept -> owl:Class
skos:prefLabel -> rdfs:label
skos:altLabel -> rdfs:label
skos:broader -> rdfs:subClassOf
skos:definition -> rdfs:comment
skos:scopeNote -> rdfs:comment

• Mapping process tool: FALCON & RiMOM
(OWL) suggested for several OAEI
members, and in a recent future the
ThManager tool (SKOS) when the mapping
process being available.
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4. Conclusions & Future lines
Conclusions
 Ensure the Semantinc Interoperability
involves the use of standardization methods
(metadata,
ontologies
and
controlled
vocabularies) and interpretation methods
(data mapping) to provide accuracy in the
systems.
The Multidisciplinary of this field involves a
deep analysis to redesign a new vocabulary.
Build a prototype of Subject Gateway
specialized in aquatic science:
- Cover the lack of aquatic information
systems and offer more quality services
for researchers and aquatic science
professionals.
- Design a collaborative model for
unifying methodologies among aquatic
science information systems.

Future Lines
Assure the Semantic Interoperability: doing
an integration policy based on Cooperation,
Coordination and Sustainability among
different
professionals.
The
partners
proposed are IAMSLIC and EURASLIC nets
(where there are all the aquatic science
communities and governments).
Encourage
different
professionals
(researchers & librarianship) for the scientific
information diffusion in the Subject Gateway.
Contribute to the development from the
Semantic Web to new standards and
information technologies
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